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Over a decade, coal-based thermal power plants are upgraded to operate at supercritical
pressure conditions due to its high efficiency and low emissions. Water wall panels of a typical supercritical boiler are structured spirally in the lower furnace and vertically placed in
the upper furnace. The spiral tubes are inclined at 19 to 22 degrees in which fluid behaves as
in horizontal tubes. The design of water wall panels plays the key role in designing a supercritical boiler. The present work aims to numerically investigate the heat transfer behavior
of both vertical and horizontal tubes at the supercritical conditions. Since the temperature
distribution across the cross-section of vertical tube is uniform, a 2D axis symmetry tube
has been considered for analyzing the vertical tube. Unlike vertical tube, the heat transfer
characteristics is different for horizontal tubes. Therefore, a 3D tube has been modelled for
the computation of horizontal tubes. In order to gain confidence, the present simulations
are validated with experiments results available in the literature. Ansys-Fluent has been
used in the present simulation. SST k-ω turbulence model is used in this analysis. In the
present work, 10 mm diameter of 4m length of vertical tube has been chosen and simulated
at low heat flux to mass flux ratio 0.27 and high heat flux to mass flux ratio 0.67 with pressure 241 bar. The effect of heat flux (q) to mass flux (G) ratio which is responsible for heat
transfer enhancement and heat transfer deterioration has been studied for both vertical and
horizontal tubes. The wall temperature has been plotted along the length of the tube for
both top and bottom portion of horizontal tube and compared with wall temperature of vertical tube. The effect of buoyancy plays a vital role in the heat transfer behavior of horizontal
tube compared to vertical tube. Heat transfer deterioration occurs due to buoyancy which
has a direct linkage with gravity. Three cases were studied, one with full gravity (factor 1),
half gravity (factor 0.5) and zero gravity (factor 0). It has been observed that, sudden rise
in wall temperature occurs for the case gravity factor 1.0, i.e, considering the gravity effect.
For the case of zero gravity, no sudden peak of local wall temperature is observed due to
the absence of buoyancy term in the Navier-Stokes equations. Some of the thermo-physical
properties like velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, density, wall temperature and turbulent
viscosity are analyzed for three cases.
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experimentally described the difference between horizontal
and vertical flows and mentioned that at low q/G cases or
Supercritical fluid usage is expanded in various engiheat transfer enhancement mode, bottom wall temperature
neering applications like supercritical boilers, rocket prois identical with vertical flows but at high q/G cases, wall
pulsion systems, water oxidation systems and nuclear
temperature of vertical flows are higher than top and botpower plant applications because of its high efficiency and
tom surfaces wall temperatures of horizontal flows. He also
low emissions. Usually three types of heat transfer occur in
notified that heat transfer deterioration in horizontal and
heat transfer applications 1) Normal heat transfer 2) Heat
vertical flows are caused by buoyancy and thermal acceltransfer enhancement and 3) Heat transfer deterioration
eration respectively and indicated that Petukhov’s criteria
[1]. In normal heat transfer, the difference between wall
is suitable for evaluating the vertical and horizontal flows.
temperature and bulk fluid temperature remains constant.
Shang et al. [7] validated the numerical analysis of 3D
In heat transfer enhancement, the difference between wall
geometry with Yamagata’s experiment for proving numertemperature and bulk fluid temperature decreases conical analysis reliability and found that numerical data
tinuously so sufficient cooling is ensured for wall. In heat
deviates less than 5% of experimental data. He mentioned
transfer deterioration, the difference between wall temperathat non-uniformity of heat transfer in the vicinity of the
ture and bulk fluid temperature increases abruptly and this
pseudocritical point is caused by the secondary flows which
leads to drastic increase in wall temperature. The thermo-
occurs due to buoyancy and thermal acceleration. He also
physical properties of supercritical water vary very strongly
showed that Jackson–Hall criterion provides better accunear the critical point which leads to unusual heat transfer.
racy of supercritical heat transfer for horizontal flow. Shang
Figure 1 shows the variation of thermo-physical propet al. [8] numerically analyzed the horizontal tube and
erties near the critical point [2]. The present study explains
explained that the wall temperature difference between top
the heat transfer difference between horizontal and vertical
surface and bottom surface is due to buoyancy effect.
tubes. The wall temperature remains uniform around the circumference of the tube. Therefore, in the present analysis in
Gr
order to reduce the computation time, a 2D axis symmetry
Bu = ZJb ,
(1)
Re
has been used. Unlike vertical tube, when supercritical water
flows in a horizontal tube, the heat transfer behavior is comρ − (ρb − ρ ) g d 2
pletely different because of gravity. Due to buoyancy, the low
Grb = b
(2)
µbz
density lighter and hot water go up to the upper part of the
tube while the high density heavier and cold water gather on
Gd
the lower part of the tube so it forms the two transverse stagReb =
(3)
µb
nation regions at the top and bottom surface respectively.
These transverse stagnation regions severely decrease the
heat transfer in the top because of low thermal conductivity
fluid settled in the top surface. In horizontal tube, the difference between top and bottom surface temperature increases
near the critical region. Due to asymmetry fluid flow, a
non-uniform temperature distribution occurs around the
periphery of the tube. Majid et al. [3] proved that Jackson’s
correlation is suitable only for vertical flow for finding the
thermo-physical properties and not for horizontal flows and
Pethukov’s correlation is suitable for horizontal flows to distinguish the buoyancy affected flow and buoyancy free flows.
Belaykov et al. [4], Yamagata et al. [5], and Adebiyi et
al. [6] found that in horizontal flows, heat transfer coefficient of bottom surface are 2.5 times higher than top surface near the pseudocritical temperature, so heat transfer
enhancement is observed in bottom surface and heat trans- Figure 1. Thermal properties of water near pseudo critical
fer deterioration is observed in top surface. Lei et al. [1] point.
INTRODUCTION
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Koshizuka et al. [9] performed a 2D numerical analysis
for heat transfer of supercritical water in a 10 mm circular
tube and compared the numerical results with the experimental data of Yamagata et al. [5]. It was found that both
numerical result and experimental results are perfectly
matching. Even though the research activities regarding
supercritical pressure water began since 1950s, the mechanisms of heat transfer enhancement and heat transfer
deterioration are not known thoroughly because high temperature and high pressure cannot be achieved by experiments. Numerical investigation is also an alternate and
cheapest approach to study the supercritical heat transfer
behavior. CFD study is used to understand the flow behavior and variation in temperature along the radial direction
of the tube at any cross section. Since the thermo-physical
properties drastically changes near pseudocritical region,
CFD simulation software should be capable of obtaining
these properties. It was found from the literature Maria
Jaromin and Anglart [10] that SST k-ω model is capable of
predicting heat transfer deterioration close to the experimental results. Wen and Gu et al. [11] also validated few
turbulent models and found that SST k-ω models is most
accurate for predicting onset of heat transfer deterioration.
The focus of the present study is to carry out the heat transfer analysis when supercritical water flows in vertical tube
and horizontal tube for both low q/G ratio in which heat
transfer enhancement is expected to occur and high q/G
ratio in which heat transfer deterioration is expected. The
effect of gravity with the emphasis of buoyancy effect has
been presented. Cai et al. [12] used variable Pr with SST k-ω

model for predicting the HTD. He numerically simulated
by using Co2 as a Supercritical fluid and found that high
q/G leads to HTD and gravity affects the HTD through
buoyancy and HTD does not occur under zero gravity conditions. The present works also aims to numerically investigate the heat transfer behavior in the presence and absence
of gravity term in the Navier-stokes equation.
NUMERICAL METHODS
Geometry
In the present work, horizontal and vertical smooth
tube of ID 10 mm and length 4 m has been considered,
since the same experimental results for vertical tube is
available in the literature of Mokry et al. [13,14]. Therefore,
the computational test parameters considered in the present work are same as experiment conducted in ref. [13,
14]. All the simulations in the present work are carried
out using Ansys Fluent 17.2 version. A 2D axis symmetry
for vertical case and 3D geometry for horizontal case has
been modelled and shown in Figure 2 and 3. In order to
neglect entrance effects, a 0.5m of additional length is also
provided to make the flow fully developed. The physical
boundary conditions of the geometry are as follows: a uniform mass flux with inlet fluid temperature is specified at
the inlet and a uniform heat flux is applied around the wall
boundary for the heated length and zero heat flux is applied
on the unheated length of wall boundary. The pressure outlet setting in the Fluent is used as outlet boundary condition and the symmetry condition is used for the axis for 2D
geometry.
Governing Equations
The basic governing equations, including the conservations of mass (continuity equation), momentum and
energy, together with SST k-ω method is used to simulate
the unique and complicated turbulent heat transfer characteristics at supercritical pressure [2,15].
∂(σ ui )
=0
∂xi

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of vertical tube.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of horizontal tube.

(4)
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∂(σ uiu j )
∂xi

= ρ gi −

∂v ∂vij
∂
+
+
(− ρ ui′u′j )
∂xi ∂xi ∂xi

(5)

k-ω equations are derived from transport equations
empirically for turbulent kinetic energy(k) and specific turbulent dissipation rate (ω).

∂
∂
∂
(ρ k) +
( ρ kui )=
∂t
∂x1
∂x j

 ∂k 
 Γk
 + Gk − Yk + Sk (7)
 ∂xi 

∂
∂
∂
( ρω ) +
( ρωu j )=
∂t
∂xi
∂x j

 ∂ω 
 Γω
 + Gω − Yω + Sω (8)
 ∂x j 

 ∂ui ∂ui z ∂uk 
+
− δ ij
Where τ i=j µ 

 ∂xi ∂xi z ∂x k 
 ∂ 2τ ∂ 2τ 
∂τ ∂τ
µ + = α 2 + 2 
∂x ∂y
∂y 
 ∂x

and
(6)

By using Boussinesq approximation, the turbulent shear
stress can be found from the following equation in which
Reynolds stresses are related to the average velocity gradient
 ∂u ∂u 2 ∂u
′j µt  i + j − δ ij k
− ρ ui′u=
 ∂x j ∂xi 3 ∂x k


 2
 − δ ij ρ k
 3


Where µt is turbulent viscosity which is flow property;
not a fluid property
In the present work, SST k-ω model is used.

µt = ρ

k

ω

Gk–generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to
mean velocity gradients, Gω-generation of turbulence
kinetic energy at ω, Ym and Yω – dissipation of k and ω,
Гk and Гω – effective diffusivity of k and ω. Sω, Se – user
defined source terms. The governing differential equations
are solved using the finite volume method. The QUICK
scheme is used for approximating the convection terms in
momentum and energy equations. The SIMPLE procedure
is chosen to couple pressure and velocity. The algebraic
equations are solved with ADI methodology. As already
mentioned, fluid properties also abruptly change with pressure and temperature, therefore NIST Refprop which is an
inbuilt program in Fluent has been used to compute fluid
properties. The simulations are stopped when the convergence criteria become less than 10–6 so as to assure the
enough accuracy level.
Grid Independence Study and Validation
As the accuracy of results depends upon the fineness of
the grid, great care is required for selecting the grid size.
More fineness of the grid increases the computational
time. Therefore, grid independence study has been carried

Figure 4. Zoomed view of computational mesh.

Figure 5. Grid independence study for 2D vertical tube
at pressure 241 bar, mass flux 504 kg/m2 s, heat flux
141 kW/m2 [13].

Figure 6. Grid independence study for 3D horizontal
tube at pressure 241 bar, mass flux 334 kg/m2 s, heat flux
499 kW/m2.
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Table 1. Heat flux to mass flux ratio for vertical tube and
horizontal tube

Sl. NO

Vertical tube

Horizontal tube

Case I

q/G = 0.27

q/G = 0.27

Case II

q/G = 0.67

q/G = 0.67

Figure 7. Validation of present numerical simulation with
experimental result of q = 190 kW/m² G = 498 kg/m²s [14].

out to select the appropriate size of the grid. Any further
refinement of the mesh doesn’t change the solution. The
test has been conducted for the geometry shown in Figure
2 with various gird sizes of 60 × 1200, 80 × 1200, 100 ×
1200, 120 × 1200, 140 × 1200 (radial nodes × axial nodes).
Since the change in the parameters in radial direction is
larger than the axial direction, non-uniform nodes with
a successive ratio of 1.02 in the radial direction to have
dense mesh near the wall and uniform nodes in the axial
direction were used. Figure 4 shows the zoomed view of
computational mesh to represent fine mesh near the wall
and coarse mesh near the axis. The additional 0.5 m length
(shown in Figure 3) is separately divided into 120×300
grid nodes. In order to choose the appropriate mesh,
simulation has been carried out for the experimental
operating conditions of Mokry et al. [13] with pressure
241 bar, heat flux 141 kW/m2, mass flux of 504 kg/m2 with
various mesh sizes. The obtained wall temperature for various meshes are plotted and compared with experimental
data as shown in Figure 5. It is found that the temperature for meshes 120×1200 and 140×1200 closely matches
with experimental data. Also, any further refinement of
mesh does not alter the solution. Therefore 120×1200
mesh has been chosen for all the computations. For 3D
geometry, three sizes of meshes are analysed – 474000,
1100000 and 1574000 meshes [16]. Since top portion of
the wall is critical in horizontal cases, wall temperature of
top portion is plotted pressure 241 bar, heat flux 334 kW/
m2 and mass flux 499 kg/m2s. It is observed that no difference in wall temperature as shown in Figure 6.In order
to gain confidence for vertical flow, validation have also
been carried out for the pressure 241 bar, heat flux 190
kW/m2 and mass flux 498 kg/m2s & pressure 241 bar. Wall
temperature is plotted against the length of the tube and
compared with experimental wall temperature of Mokry
et al. [14] represented in Figure 7. These shows that the
present simulation model is appropriate. It is found that
the wall temperature predicted by CFD closely matches
with experimental wall temperature.

Figure 8. Comparison of wall temperature between horizontal and vertical tube for q = 141 kW/m² and G = 504 kg/m²s.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of Heat Flux to Mass Flux Ratio When Supercritical
Water Flows in Vertical and Horizontal Tubes
In the present work, the effect of heat flux to mass flux
ratio for both flow in vertical tube and horizontal tube has
been investigated. Table 1 represents two cases - low q/G
of value of 0.27 and high q/G of 0.67. In Case I, the mass
flux (G) 504 kg/m²s, heat flux (q) 141 kW/m2 and pressure
241 bar has been chosen for horizontal and vertical flow
analysis.
The heat flux to mass flux ratio for Case I is 0.27. Wall
temperature along the length of the tube has been plotted
for both vertical and horizontal cases for q/G = 0.27 and
shown in Figure 8.
It has been shown that heat transfer enhancement is
observed in both flows at q/G 0.27. It is clearly seen that
the circumferential variation of wall temperature for horizontal case is found. There is a significant difference of wall
temperature between top and bottom surface is shown in
Figure 8. The inner wall temperature of the top surface is
always higher than the bottom surface. This is due to the
transverse stagnation region increases the heat resistance
and lowers the capability of turbulence heat transfer. The
wall temperature of the vertical surface is almost similar to
the wall temperature occurred in the bottom surface in the
horizontal flow. There is a slight difference in wall temperature has been observed between vertical tube, top and bottom surface of horizontal tube. Figure 9 shows heat transfer
coefficient difference between horizontal and vertical flow
at q/G 0.27. It shows that bottom surface and vertical surface has more HTC compared to top surface.
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Figure 9. Comparison of heat transfer coefficient between
horizontal and vertical tube for q = 141 kW/m² and G=504
kg/m²s.

Figure 11. Comparison of heat transfer coefficient between
horizontal and vertical tube for q=334 kW/m² and G = 499
kg/m²s.

Figure 10. Comparison of metal temperature between horizontal and vertical tube for q = 334 kW/m² and G = 499
kg/m²s.

Figure 12. Zoomed portion of the temperature contours
in the radial direction at x = 0.5 m of vertical tube for
q/G 0.67.

For the case of high q/G 0.67, the mass flux 499 kg/m²s,
heat flux 334 kW/m2 and pressure 241 bar has been chosen for horizontal and vertical flow analysis. Heat transfer
deterioration is observed in vertical tube and top surface of
horizontal tube and heat transfer enhancement is observed
in bottom surface of horizontal tube at q/G 0.67. Figure 10
represents the wall temperature along the length of the tube
for vertical tube, top and bottom surface of horizontal tube.
A noticeable sharp rise in wall temperature for the vertical
flow occurs and a small rise in magnitude of temperature
in the top surface of the horizontal tube flow is seen. Both
denotes heat transfer deterioration mode. However, the
wall temperature of the bottom surface in the horizontal
flow case does not represent any heat transfer deterioration. This is due to the high density fluid flow in the bottom
surface because of the gravity effect. The effect of buoyancy
is relatively lower in vertical flow when compared to horizontal flow.The decrease in wall temperature in the bottom
surface of the wall is due to the large increase in the specific
heat near the pseudocritical region. The large specific heat
absorbs the heat from the wall which results in decrease in
wall temperature.

Figure 11 shows heat transfer coefficient difference
between horizontal and vertical flow at q/G 0.67. It shows
that bottom surface has more heat transfer coefficient compared to top surface and vertical tube. Figure 12 shows the
zoomed view temperature contours of vertical tube at 0.5
m where the deterioration occurs. The magnitude of wall
temperature reaches 433°C at the wall and the corresponding fluid temperature is around 360oC. Figure 13 shows the
temperature distribution in the radial direction of the vertical tube at 0.5m. It depicts the sudden rise in wall temperature near the wall from 380°C to 433°C that shows
the phenomenon of heat transfer deterioration. Figure 14
shows the temperature distribution of the horizontal tube
in the transverse direction at x=0.5m. It is found that top
surface temperature is 403°C and bottom surface temperature is 395°C. It is also clearly seen that the low temperature
at the bottom surface is due to the settling of high density
fluid at the bottom surface due to gravity. The effect of
buoyancy plays an important role on heat transfer of supercritical water flows in horizontal tubes. Strong buoyancy
effects may cause obvious difference of heat transfer characteristics between the top and bottom surfaces.
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GRAVITY ANALYSIS
Effect of Gravity on Temperature in Vertical Tube
Table 2 provides the data for gravity analysis. Heat flux
334 kW/m²,mass flux 499 kg/m²s and pressure 241 bas has
been chosen for this gravity analysis. Full gravity 9.81 m/s2,
half gravity 4.905 m/s² and zero garvity value is applied in
this simulation. Figure 15 shows the vertical tube comparison between experimental data and simulation results which
matches with the expermental data. Experiment data for
gravity value g = 9.81 m/s2, q= 334 kW/m², G = 499 kg/m²s,
p = 241 bar are available in Mokry’s literature [13].
A remarkable sudden rise in temperature is clearly seen in

Figure 14. Temperature distribution in the cross section of
the tube at x = 0.5 m of horizontal tube for q/G 0.67.
Table 2. Parameters for gravity analysis

Figure 13. Temperature distribution in the radial direction
of the vertical tube at x = 0.5 m for q/G 0.67.

Sl.No

Heat flux
q kW/m²

Mass flux
G=499
kg/m²s

Pressure
bar

Gravity
m/s2

Case 1
Case 2

334

499

241

9.81
4.905

Case 3

0

Figure 15. Wall temperature prediction along the length of the tube for gravity g, 0.5g and 0g. heat flux = 334 kW/m², mass
flux= 499 kg/m²s [13].
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(b)

(c)
Figure 16. (a) Variation of velocity distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for zero gravity. (b) Variation of velocity
distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for half gravity. (c) Variation of velocity distribution along radial direction
at x = 0.5m for full gravity.
both full gravity & half gravity cases, the magnitude of rise
in temperature in half gravity is lower when compared to
rise in temperature in full gravity. There is no peak observed
in zero gravity.
Effect of Gravity on Velocity Between Vertical and
Horizontal Tube
Gravity influences the velocity and its distribution in
vertical tube, top and bottom surfaces of horizontal tube are
plotted at 0.5m in radial direction for zero gravity, half gravity and full gravity as shown in Figure 16a to 16c. Figure 16a
in zero gravity, velocity distribution is same in both top and
bottom surface of horizontal tube, its value is 0 to 1.04 m/s
from wall to center. But in vertical tube, smooth curve is
observed near e wall and increases towards the center, its
value is 0 to 1.017 m/s from wall to center. Figure 16b in
half gravity, bottom surface has more velocity compared to
top surface and vertical tube. In vertical tube, smooth curve
is observed near the wall and increases towards the center,
but magnitude of velocity is slightly less when compared
to zero gravity. Velocity varies from wall to center in the
range from 0 to 1.006m/s at top surface, 0 to 1.02 m/s at
bottom surface and from 0 to 0.98 m/s at vertical surface.
Figure 16c in full gravity, velocity varies from wall to center
in the range from 0 to 0.99 m/s at top surface, 0 to 1.006

m/s at bottom surface and from 0 to 0.90 m/s at vertical
surface. In full gravity, area between top surface curve and
bottom surface curve is more in the plot compared to half
gravity. It means bottom surface velocity is higher than the
top surface velocity in full gravity. In vertical tube, velocity increases steeply near the wall and decreases towards
the wall and forms “M” shape velocity profiledue to heat
transfer deterioration. In all cases, magnitude of velocity of
vertical tube is lesser than the top and bottom surface of
horizontal tube.
Effect of Gravity on Turbulent Viscosity Between
Horizontal and Vertical Tube
Gravity influences the turbulent viscosity and its distribution in vertical tube, top and bottom surfaces of horizontal tube are plotted at 0.5m in radial direction for zero
gravity, half gravity and full gravity as shown in Figure 17a
to 17c. Figure 17a in zero gravity, there is similar turbulent
viscosity in top and bottom surface of horizontal tube, but
in vertical tube, turbulent viscosity increases from wall
to centre. Smooth curve is observed near the wall and
increases towards the centre but its magnitude is lesser
than top and bottom surface. Top and bottom turbulent
viscosity value is 0.0026 Ns/m² to 0.0148 Ns/m² from wall
to centre but in vertical tube, its value is 0.000000215 to
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(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 17. (a) Variation of turbulent viscositwy distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for zero gravity. (b) Variation of turbulent viscosity distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for half gravity. (c) Variation of turbulent viscosity
distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for full gravity.
0.01169 Ns/m² from wall to centre. Figure 17b in half
gravity, bottom surface has more turbulent viscosity compared to top surface and vertical tube. In vertical tube,
smooth curve is observed near the wall and increases
towards the Centre but magnitude of turbulent viscosity is
slightly less when compared to zero gravity. Turbulent viscosity varies from wall to centre in the range from 0.0019
to 0.0128 Ns/m² at top surface, 0.003 to 0.013 Ns/m² at
bottom surface and from 0.0000000942 to 0.00853 Ns/m²
at vertical surface. Figure 17c in full gravity, turbulent viscosity varies from wall to centre in the range from 0.00199
to 0.0125 Ns/m² at top surface, 0.003 to 0.0127 Ns/m² at
bottom surface and from 0.000000111 to 0.0063 Ns/m² at
vertical surface. In full gravity, area between top surface
curve and bottom surface curve is more in the plot compared to half gravity. It means bottom surface has more
turbulent viscosity and top surface has less turbulent viscosity compared to half gravity. In vertical tube, during
zero and half gravity value, turbulent viscosity increases
in steady manner towards the wall but during full gravity
value, it increases in irregular manner due to heat transfer
deterioration. Due to this, turbulent flow is converted into
laminar flow. In all cases, turbulent viscosity of vertical
tube is lesser than top and bottom surface of horizontal
tube and decreases from zero gravity value to full gravity value. In all cases, magnitude of turbulent viscosity of
top and bottom surfaces are more than vertical tube but

bottom surface has more turbulent viscosity compared to
top surface.
Effect of Gravity on Turbulent Kinetic Energy Between
Horizontal and Vertical Tube
Gravity influences the turbulent kinetic energy and
its distribution in vertical tube, top and bottom surfaces
of horizontal tube are plotted at 0.5m in radial direction
for zero gravity, half gravity and full gravity as shown in
Figure 18a to 18c. Figure 18a in zero gravity, there is no
turbulent kinetic energy changes in top and bottom surface
of horizontal tube but in vertical tube, turbulent kinetic
energy increases near the wall and then decreases from
wall to centre smoothly. In zero gravity, top and bottom
surface of horizontal tube value decreases from 0.00609
to 0.00206 m²/s² from wall to centre but in vertical tube,
steadily increases near the wall from 0.00118 to 0.00368
m²/s² and then decreases towards the centre upto 0.000205
m²/s². Figure 18b in half gravity, bottom surface has more
turbulent kinetic energy compared to top surface and vertical surface but in vertical tube, turbulent kinetic energy
increases steeply near the wall and then decreases more
towards the centre and also its magnitude is lesser than zero
gravity value. In half gravity, top surface value decreases in
the range from 0.0027 to 0.00488 m²/s² and bottom surface
value is 0.0025 to 0.0069 m²/s² from wall to centre but in
vertical tube, steadily increases near the wall from 0.000625
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 18. (a) Variation of turbulent kinetic energy distribution along radial direction at x=0.5m for zero gravity. (b) Variation of turbulent kinetic energy distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for half gravity. c. Variation of turbulent
kinetic energy distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for full gravity.
to 0.00282 m²/s² and decreases towards the centre upto
0.000123 m²/s². Figure 18c in full gravity, bottom surface
has more turbulent kinetic energy compared to top surface
and vertical surface. Turbulent kinetic energy has increasing trend near the wall from zero gravity to full gravity in
bottom surface, but top surface and vertical surface has
decreasing trend. In full gravity, top surface value decreases
in the range from 0.00469 to 0.00282 m²/s² and bottom surface of horizontal tube value is 0.0072 to 0.00262 m²/s² from
wall to centre but in vertical tube, steadily increases near the
wall from 0.00035 to 0.00315 m²/s² and decreases towards
the centreupto 0.00016 m²/s². In vertical surface, turbulent
kinetic energy increases steeply and decreases immediately
towards the wall due to heat transfer deterioration.
Effect of Gravity on Wall Temperature Between
Horizontal and Vertical Tube
Gravity influences the wall temperature and its distribution for vertical tube, top and bottom surfaces of horizontal
tube are plotted at 0.5m in radial direction for zero gravity,
half gravity and full gravity are shown in Figure 19a to 19c.
Figure 19a in zero gravity, wall temperature distribution is
same in both top and bottom surface of horizontal tube. But
in vertical tube, wall temperature is more in the wall and

decreases from wall to centre. In zero gravity, top and bottom surface of horizontal tube value decreases from 395°C
to 362°C from wall to centre but in vertical tube, steadily
decreases near the wall from 411°C to 361°C. Figure 19b
in half gravity, bottom surface has lesser temperature compared to top surface and vertical surface. In half gravity, top
surface value decreases in the range from 400°C to 364°C
and bottom surface value is 391 °C to 363°C from wall
to centre but in vertical tube, steadily decreases near the
wall from 400 °C to 359°C. Figure 19c in full gravity, wall
temperature of vertical surface is more compared to zero
gravity and half gravity. In full gravity, top surface value
decreases in the range from 400°C to 365°C and bottom
surface value is from 390°C to 364°C wall to centre but in
vertical tube, steadily decreases near the wall from 436 °C
and then gradually decreases towards the centre to 358°C.
In vertical surface, wall temperature is more near the wall
and decreases immediately towards the centre due to heat
transfer deterioration.
Effect of Gravity on Density Between Horizontal and
Vertical Tube
Gravity influences density and its distribution in vertical
tube, top and bottom surfaces of horizontal tube are plotted
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 19. (a) Variation of wall temperature distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for zero gravity. (b) Variation
of wall temperature distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for half gravity. (c) Variation of wall temperature distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for full gravity.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Axis

Wall

Figure 20. (a) Variation of density distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for zero gravity. (b) Variation of density
distribution along radial direction at x = 0.5m for half gravity. (c) Variation of density distribution along radial direction
at x = 0.5m for full gravity.
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at 0.5m in radial direction for zero gravity, half gravity and
full gravity as shown in Figure 20a to 20c. Figure 20a in zero
gravity, density variation is same in both top and bottom
surface of horizontal tube, its value changes from 519 kg/
m³ to 574 kg/m³ from wall to center but in vertical tube,
steadily increase with smooth curve is observed near the
wall and gradually increases towards the center, its value
is 156 to 580 kg/m³ from wall to center. In Figure 20b in

(a)

half gravity, bottom surface has more density compared to
top surface but in vertical tube, initially density is low near
the wall and increases steeply towards the Centre. In half
gravity, density varies from 465 to 564 kg/m³ at top surface,
from 544 to 567 kg/m³ at bottom surface and 130 to 585
kg/m³ in vertical surface. Figure 20c in full gravity, density
varies from wall to center in the range of 457 to 560 kg/m³
at top surface, from 548 to 564 kg/m³ at bottom surface and

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)
Figure 21. (a) Comparison of density distribution for various gravity values g,0.5g and 0g along radial direction at x =
0.5m in top surface of horizontal tube. (b) Comparison of velocity fgistribution for various gravity values g, 0.5g and 0g
along radial direction at x = 0.5m in top surface of horizontal tube. (c) Comparison of turbulent viscosity distribution for
various gravity values g, 0.5g and 0g along radial direction at x = 0.5m in top surface of horizontal tube. (d) Comparison of
Temperature distribution for various gravity values g, 0.5g and 0g along radial direction at x=0.5m in top surface of horizontal tube. (e) Comparison of Turbulent kinetic energy distribution for various gravity values g,0.5g and 0g along radial
direction at x = 0.5m in top surface of horizontal tube.
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from 125 to 592 kg/m³ in vertical surface. Gravity affects
the variation of density along the radial direction especially
near the wall. For full gravity and half gravity, there is a
drop in density near the wall. This is due to the occurrence
of heat transfer deterioration at this region where wall temperature is very high when compared to fluid temperature.
Comparison of Gravity in Various Thermo-physical
Properties at Top Surface of Horizontal Tube
Figure 21a shows the comparison of density distribution between the gravity values “g”, “0.5g” and “0g” for heat
flux 334 kW/m², mass flux 499 kg/m²s and pressure 241 bar
at the top surface of the horizontal tube, when supercritical
water flows in a horizontal direction. During all gravity values, density distribution from wall surface to center continuously increases and wall surface has less density compared
to center but full gravity has less density compared to other
gravity values. During 0.5g value, density distribution is
between full gravity and zero gravity value. When gravity
value is 0g, density is more near the wall and axis side compared to other gravity values because absence of buoyancy.
During full gravity, buoyancy affects the flow.
Figure 21b shows the comparison of velocity distribution between the gravity values “g”, “0.5g” and “0g” for heat
flux 334 kW/m², mass flux 499 kg/m²s and pressure 241
bar at the top surface of the horizontal tube, when supercritical water flows in a horizontal direction. During all
gravity values, velocity distribution from wall surface to
center continuously increases and wall surface has velocity
0 m/s and increases towards center and full gravity has less
velocity compared to other gravity values at both wall and
center. During 0.5g value, velocity distribution is between
full gravity and zero gravity value. At zero gravity, velocity
is more near the wall and center compared to other gravity values because absence of buoyancy. In full gravity, the
magnitude of velocity decreases near the wall and center
compared to other gravities so turbulence is suppressed.
By suppressing turbulence, the heat transfer is deteriorated
and the wall temperatures increase as the bulk-fluid temperature decreases.
Figure 21c shows the comparison of turbulent viscosity
distribution between the gravity values “g”, “0.5g” and “0g”
for heat flux 334 kW/m², mass flux 499 kg/m²s and pressure 241 bar at the top surface of the horizontal tube, when
supercritical water flows in a horizontal direction. During
all gravity values, turbulent viscosity distribution from wall
surface to center continuously increases and full gravity has
less turbulent viscosity compared to other gravity values at
both wall and center. During 0.5g value, turbulent viscosity
distribution is between full gravity and zero gravity value.
At zero gravity, turbulent viscosity is more near the wall and
center compared to other gravity values because absence of
buoyancy. During full gravity, turbulent viscosity decreases
so the flow converts into laminar and heat transfer deterioration occurs.

Figure 21d shows the comparison of temperature distribution between the gravity values “g”, “0.5g” and “0g”
for heat flux 334 kW/m², mass flux 499 kg/m²s and pressure 241 bar at the top surface of the horizontal tube, when
supercritical water flows in a horizontal direction. During
all gravity values, temperature distribution from wall surface to center continuously decreases and full gravity has
more temperature compared to other gravity values at both
wall and center. During 0.5g value, temperature distribution is between full gravity and zero gravity value but it is
very close to the full gravity. At zero gravity, temperature
is less near the wall and center compared to other gravity
values because absence of buoyancy.
Figure 21e shows the comparison of turbulent kinetic
energy distribution between the gravity values “g”, “0.5g”
and “0g” for heat flux 334 kW/m², mass flux 499 kg/m²s and
pressure 241 bar at the top surface of the horizontal tube,
when supercritical water flows in a horizontal direction.
During all gravity values, turbulent kinetic energy distribution from wall surface to center continuously decreases. At
zero gravity, turbulent kinetic energy is more near the wall
and less at the center compared to other gravities. During
0.5g, turbulent kinetic energy is in between full gravity and
zero gravity near the wall and center. At full gravity, turbulent kinetic energy is less near the wall and more near the
center compared to other gravity values.
CONCLUSION
This paper numerically investigates the heat transfer
behavior when supercritical water flows in horizontal and
vertical tubes. All the simulations were carried out using
Ansys-Fluent 17.2 software. Analysis has been carried out
for two cases low heat flux to mass flux ratio (0.27) and high
heat flux to mass flux ratio (0.67). In Case I, the mass flux 504
kg/m²s, heat flux 141 kW/m2 and Case II the mass flux 499
kg/m²s, heat flux 334 kW/m2 and pressure 241 bar has been
chosen. Heat transfer enhancement and heat transfer deterioration were observed in Case I and Case II respectively.
It is found that at q/G 0.67, a sharp rise in wall temperature
of magnitude 70oC is seen, when supercritical water flows
vertically. However, in horizontal flow, heat transfer deterioration is observed with low magnitude only in the top wall
surface and the temperature in the bottom wall is relatively
lower than the top wall. This is due to the presence of settling
of high density fluid in the bottom and low density fluid on
the top. At low q/G, the wall temperature of vertical flow and
bottom surface of the horizontal flow are almost similar. It is
found that the difference in heat transfer between vertical and
horizontal tube flows is remarkable particularly in the situation of heat transfer deterioration. It is also referred from the
literature studies that the turbulent convection, acceleration
and buoyancy play a significant role in the case of heat transfer deterioration. Buoyancy effect is very significant in horizontal flows, because of which an asymmetric fluid flow and
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non-uniform temperature distribution is observed around
the periphery of the tube. Comparison between various conditions of gravity values “g”, “0.5g” and “0g” investigated. The
variation of density, axial velocity, turbulent kinetic energy,
turbulent viscosity was studied and the parameters were significantly affected near the wall at full and half gravity conditions. In full gravity condition the turbulent viscosity is very
less near the wall which leads to laminar flow and local heat
transfer deterioration appears.
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